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4.4 Analysis of variance
The one-way ANOVA estimates the effect of one categorical variable, with more

than two categories, on the outcome variable. It is a generalization of the two-

sample t-test to more than two groups, and is exactly the situation we dealt with

above when we introduced dummy variables and analyzed the effect of RACE on

BWT (Table 4.8). Analyzing such a problem with regression analysis and ANOVA

will result in identical sums of squares for the effect of RACE on BWT. Further,

estimates of the contrasts between the three group means for RACE will be con-

sistent with the estimated regression coefficients for the two dummy variables

RACE2 and RACE3.

The situation is more complicated in higher order ANOVA when we have more

than one covariate in the model. This was the case when we analyzed the effect of

RACE, SMOKE, and HT on BWT (Table 4.9). The results from a regression analy-

sis and an ANOVA are not always equivalent. The reason is that we deal with

unbalanced design patterns. A balanced design has an equal number of observa-

tions in each subgroup created by the covariates, whereas an unbalanced design

does not. Unbalanced designs are the most common in practice.

Suppose that we have an outcome variable, Y, and, say, three covariates. Testing

the effect of a covariate is based on the sum of squares. But the sums of squares for

the covariates differ according to when they are taken into account. There is no obvi-

ous way to calculate the sums of squares for higher order ANOVAs when the design

patterns are unbalanced. In Section 4.3.4 we used a partial F-test to judge whether a

Example 4.1 (cont)
By running an ANOVA for BWT and RACE we get the results shown in

Table 4.10. The P-value is identical to the result from regressing BWT on

RACE2 and RACE3 (Table 4.8).

Table 4.10 ANOVA table for the effect of RACE on BWT, n = 189.

Sum of squares df Mean squares F P

Between groups 5070607.6 2 2535303.8 4.97 0.008

Within groups 94846445.0 186 509927.1

Total 99917052.6 188
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